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The TRANSITS Project

- July 2002 – June 2005
- project contractors: TERENA, UKERNA
- will produce:
  - training course materials (mid 2002)
  - six training workshops (spring, autumn each year)
  - revised training course materials (early 2004)
- pays (partly) cost of course materials update, workshop logistics, teachers’ expenses
- covers part of expenses of workshop participants from “poorer” European countries
Course content

Five modules
Independent, but linked
12-14 hours work in 2 days

Exercises include
- Analyse incidents
- Organisation plan
- Incident response plan

Diagram:
- Organisation
  - Legal
  - Operation
    - Vulnerabilities
  - Technical
Milestones so far

- Try-out training workshop
  Farsta (SE), 22-23 January 2002
- Training course materials completed
  September 2002
- First training workshop
  Oegstgeest (NL), 31 October – 1 November 2002
- Second training workshop
  Warsaw (PL), 27-28 May 2003
- Third training workshop
  San Gaudenzio (IT), 30-31 October 2003
- Complete overhaul of training course materials
  March 2004
- Fourth training workshop
  Hamburg (DE), 25-26 May 2004
1st workshop
2nd workshop
3rd workshop
4th workshop
Trainees by country

- Oegstgeest (NL)
- Warsaw (PL)
- San Gaudenzio (IT)
- Hamburg (DE)
Can you also use the materials?

The materials are copyright TERENA. Use (e.g. for workshops at national level) is permitted provided you ask TERENA for permission (info@ist-transits.org) and report on the use.
My question now.....

In every TRANSITS training course we can accommodate 20 trainees. The first three workshops were slightly oversubscribed, but in the workshop in Hamburg we had only 15 trainees.

Have we “exhausted the market”?

What can we do to attract more participants?
Very concretely.....

Question to each of you:

Can we (realistically) expect that one or more staff members of your CSIRT will attend a TRANSITS training course between now and summer 2005? If yes, how many?
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